
The truth in information.

OVERVIEW 

Veritas Enterprise Vault™ is an archiving platform that helps bridge the gap between business, legal and IT, helping organizations 

intelligently store, manage and discover unstructured information. The market share leader in on-premises enterprise information 

archiving 1, Enterprise Vault helps organizations to maintain important information, while reducing backup and storage costs and 

enabling a repeatable and defensible discovery process.

When compared with previous releases, Enterprise Vault 12 introduces features that help empower customers to act to retain or delete

information as necessary to meet regulatory and business requirements, improve visibility and access to archived data and enhance

operational efficiency.

TOP REASONS TO UPGRADE

1. Classification—Integrated Classification Engine offers comprehensive, classification to drive what is archived, how long to keep  

 it and where it is stored.  Sixty default policies and more than 100 patterns help customers comply with regulatory requirements  

 worldwide, including GDPR and other regional personal privacy laws. Classification can be applied to all ingested content–email,  

 files, Instant Messaging, Social Media and more. 

 Reclassification helps ensure your archived information meets current regulations, retention and classification policies. You can  
 revisit an Enterprise Vault archive with unlimited retention and use policies to define what information should be kept for business  
 value, compliance or discovery and what should be deleted. You can even update retention periods on individual items.

2. Gated Deletion—Regulatory and business retention requirements can change over time. Fortunately, Gated Deletion helps  

 you delete information only if it meets current retention policies. Enterprise Vault can perform a policy check before expiry or  

 user deletion.

3. Enhanced Office 365 Archiving—Enterprise Vault improves archiving Exchange Server on premises and Exchange Online as part  

 of Microsoft Office 365 by removing the requirement to maintain journal mailboxes. This is accomplished via SMTP archiving, which  

 enables direct journaling into Enterprise Vault on premises or in the cloud. SMTP archiving is scalable to thousands of users,  

 enables you to provision users quickly and offers the flexibility of archiving all users or a subset.

Better control

Leverage a suite of new classification
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4. Expanded Platform Support—Business communications have extended far beyond email to text, social media and instant  

 messaging. All content sources must be captured to ensure compliance with existing and new industry regulations, such as MiFID II.  

 Enterprise Vault now supports capture and classification of more than 80 data sources. Everything stored in Enterprise Vault is  

 indexed and made available for discovery and supervision.

5. Enterprise Vault Search—Provides intuitive, browser-based access to the archive via laptops, tablets or mobile devices. In  

 Enterprise Vault 12, Enterprise Vault Search offers an updated look and feel with new features, such as hit highlighting, which helps  

 improve end user productivity. In addition, administrators can use search policies to control whether end users can search via  

 classification tags in Enterprise Vault Search.

6. Image OCR—Your ability to more precisely archive and retrieve images has been enhanced with Image OCR (optical  

 character recognition), which allows you to extract image text for indexing and classification, performing OCR on images with  

 embedded text during the archiving process. For example, you can directly ingest images with text from a fax machine and convert to  

 searchable text. Images may then be searched and retrieved using Enterprise Vault Search, Enterprise Vault Discovery Accelerator  

 or Enterprise Vault Compliance Accelerator.

7. Intelligent Review—Supervision can be exhaustive when policies are inefficient at filtering out non-relevant information. A new  

 feature in Compliance Accelerator, Intelligent Review helps make supervision quicker, easier and more intelligent by learning from  

 responses and building knowledge to prioritize useful information and cull non-relevant data over time. The feature can also utilize  

 classification to further streamline the supervision process.

8. Capstone-style records management—Enterprise Vault supports marking archived items as either permanent records or temporary  

 records. This feature can help U.S. Federal agencies implement a “Capstone-style” approach (as defined by the U.S. National  

 Archives and Records Administration) to meeting the U.S. Managing Government Records Directive. Agencies can leverage  

 Classification Defined Storage to keep permanent records on premises while moving temporary records to the cloud. In addition,  

 customers can search based on record ID or type and can export records for transfer elsewhere.

9. Expanded Cloud Support—Enterprise Vault improves archiving to the cloud with new secondary storage support for Microsoft  

 Azure, Amazon S3 Standard - Infrequent Access, Google Cloud Storage and IBM Cloud Object Storage. With Classification Defined  

 Storage, you can choose which archived data is migrated to the cloud through the use of smart partitions. In addition, best practices  

 are available for hosting Enterprise Vault in the cloud (Infrastructure as a Service).
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ABOUT VERITAS TECHNOLOGIES LLC

Veritas Technologies empowers businesses of all sizes to discover the truth in information—their most important digital asset. Using 

the Veritas platform, customers can accelerate their digital transformation and solve pressing IT and business challenges including 

multicloud data management, data protection, storage optimization, compliance readiness and workload portability—with no cloud 

vendor lock-in. Eighty-six percent of Fortune 500 companies rely on Veritas today to reveal data insights that drive competitive 

advantage. Learn more at www.veritas.com or follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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